Nowadays, in-memory data analytic platforms, such as Spark, are widely adopted in big data processing. The proper memory capacity configuration has been proved to be an efficient way to guarantee the workload performance in such platforms. Currently, Spark adopts the static way to configure the memory capacity for workloads based on user specifications. However, due to the lack of deep knowledge of the target platform and workload characteristics, nonexpert users often conservatively configure the memory capacity in an excessive way, which reduces the memory utilization significantly. On the other hand, as the memory requirements are quite different among diverse workloads, there is not the one-sizefits-all solution for memory capacity configuration. Aiming on these issues, we propose WSMC, a workload-specific memory capacity configuration approach for the Spark workloads, which guides users on the memory capacity configuration with the accurate prediction of the workload's memory requirement under various input data size and parameter settings. First, WSMC classifies the in-memory computing workloads into four categories according to the workloads' Data Expansion Ratio. Second, WSMC establishes a memory requirement prediction model with the consideration of the input data size, the shuffle data size, the parallelism of the workloads and the data block size. For the ad-hoc workload, WSMC can profile its Data Expansion Ratio with small-sized input data and decide the category that the workload falls into. Users can then determine the accurate configuration in accordance with the corresponding memory requirement prediction.Through the comprehensive evaluations with SparkBench workloads, we found that, contrasting with the default configuration, configuration with the guide of WSMC can save over 40% memory capacity with the workload performance slight degradation (only 5%), and compared to the proper configuration found out manually, the configuration with the guide of WSMC leads to only 7% increase in the memory waste with the workload's performance slight improvement (about 1%) 486
I. INTRODUCTION
I N-MEMORY frameworks keep the reused data among multiple tasks in the memory to reduce the data processing time effectively. As one of the reprecentative in-memory frameworks, Spark [1] has the comprehensive ecosystem, which makes it become the most widely used in-memory framework. In Spark platform, the proper memory capacity configuration is a dominant factor of the performance guarantee. This is due to that memory is required for not only the reused data caching but also for the data processing and data shuffling. Currently, Spark adopts the static way to configure the memory capacity for workloads based on user specifications. However, determing the proper configuration requires users to have deep knowledge about the target platform and their workloads. This is hard and cumbersome due to that users are not clear of its system-level characterics. Hence, the non-expert users usually conservatively overestimate the memory comsumption of their workloads and require in an excessive way. Such the user spacification-based way will reduce the resource utilization, especially under the multi-tenancy environment where the memory is shared and competed.
Guiding users based on the knowledge of platform mechanisms and workload characteristics is natural and promising alternative on the memory configuration. However two major reasons make this work challanging. First, the efficient guiding requires the accurate prediction of the memory demand on each execution stage of the workload, which is not available yet. Second, such a 'proper configuration' is different across workloads due to the diverse memory consumption characteristics. However, such consumption characteristics are not identified and classified among Spark workloads yet.
Addressed to these problems, in this paper, for the Spark platform, we propose a workload-specific memory capacity configuration approach, which is called WSMC. WSMC classifies Spark workloads into four categories according to their memory consumption characteristic. For each category, the workload's memory requirement prediction model is established. On configuring the memory capacity of the ad-hoc workload, WSMC match the workload's memory consumption characteristic to one of the above four categories and determine the accurate configuration in accordance with the corresponding memory requirement prediction. Specifically, this paper makes following contributions: 1) We explore the Data Expansion Ratio as the specific memory consumption characteristic to classify Spark workloads. The Data Expansion Ratio is referred as the maximum ratio of the shuffle data to the input data among the multiple processing stages of a Spark workload. For detail, according to the value range and the increasing rate of Data Expansion Ratio, Spark workloads can be classified into four categories, including Expanding.Rapid, Expanding.Medium, Medium and Shrinking. For an individual ad-hoc workload, its Data Expansion Ratio can be figured out by executing it with a small set of input data, and then, the corresponding category to be matched can be determined. 2) We establish a workload-specific memory requirement prediction model for Spark workloads with the parameters of the input data size, the shuffle data size, the task parallelism and the data block size. For each workload, we execute it with three memory capacity configurations: the default configuration by Spark, the proper configuration found manually, and the configuration guided with WSMC. Compare to the default configuration, the configuration with the guide of WSMC can help to save over 40% of memory capacity with the workloads performance slight degradation (only 5%). Compared to the proper configuration, the configuration with the guide of WSMC leads to only 7% increase in the memory waste with the workload's performance slight improvement (about 1%).
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Spark Memory Management
Data is managed as memory abstractions called resilient distributed datasets(RDDs) [3] in Spark platform. RDD is a collection of objects partitions across a set of nodes, and each node retains several blocks. RDDs in a specific Spark job can be organized as DAG according to the their dependencies. A Spark workload is deployed as a driver program running on a master node of a resource cluster and several executors running on worker nodes. Executor is launched as a JAVA processes where all tasks are executed in. Generally, the memory of Spark executor consists of 3 parts[2]: Reserved Memory, User Memory and Spark Memory. Spark Memory determines whether the workloads can be executed successful or not. It can be divided into two parts: Storage Memory is used for caching RDD data, and Execution Memory is used for the intermediate data sorting, merging and shuffling during the data computation.
B. Motivation
The motivation of our work is that for Spark workloads, the memory capacity requirements can be classified and evaluated. This motivation is based on two major conclusion of Spark workloads. First, the input data size of the specific workload has a strong relevance to its memory requirements. Second, different workloads have different memory capacity requirements and their requirements can be classified. To prove these two conlusions, we conduct the study under Spark 2.1 with SparkBench [3] . Through the result, we have two important observations, which can prove the conclusion that we mentioned before.
1) The memory capacity requirement can be evaluated, and the input data size of the workload can reflect its memory requirements. In order to study the memory requirement of a specific workload, we measure the proper memory configuration manually. We choose four workloads to evaluate the proper memory configuration under five different input sizes. Fig. 1 shows that the input data size of the workload has a strong relevance to its memory requirement. With the increase of the input data size, the memory requirement grows accordingly. On the other hand, the similar growing trend is shared among the observed workloads. Hence, we can infer that the workload's memory requirements can be evaluated and quantified as the monotonic function of the input data size. 2) Diverse workloads have diverse memory capacity requirement and their requirements can be classified. In order to measure the memory requirement of different workloads, we choose 9 workloads with the same input data size, 600MB, the result is shown in Fig. 2 . We can see that the memory requirements among different workloads are different, for example, for the same input data size, SVD++ and PageRank require the largest memory capacity of around 2.5GB, while the KMeans and LogisticRegression only require about 512MB. Therefore, the memory requirement across different workloads are vary widly. On the other hand, when the input size is same, these workloads can fall into multiple categories according to the amount range of the memory requirement. 
A. Overview
As shown in Fig. 3 , the methodology of WSMC includes two phases, offline phase and online phase. In the offline phase, first, with the typical benchmark, Spark workloads are classified into multiple categories based on the diversity in their memory consumption patterns. The key factors impacting on the workloads memory capacity requirement are also decided. Besides input data size, we select four key factors which can affect the memory requirement of Spark workloads. They are shuffle data size, the data block size, the total task number of following stages and the task parallelism respectively. Second, for each workload category, with the consideration of the key factors, the workload-specific memory requirement prediction model is established. Then in the online phase, when user submit an ad-hoc workload, the workload is profiled on its memory consumption pattern and matched into one of the above categories. The workloads memory capacity configuration is finally calculated in accordance to the corresponding memory requirement prediction.
B. Classifying Spark Workloads
We define a metric called "Data Expanding Ratio(α)" to reflect the relation between the shuffle data size and the input data size, which is the ratio of shuffle data size and input data size. According to the "Data Expanding Ratio" of the Spark workloads, we divide the Spark workloads into three categories, they are Expanding, Medium and Shrinking respectively. The Expanding workloads generate much larger volume of the shuffle data than that of their input data. while the Shrinking workloads generate much smaller volume of the shuffle data than that of their input data, generally less than half of the input data. The volume of shuffle data that the Medium workloads generate is between the Expanding and Shrinking workloads. As the Expanding category can cover a very large range of the Data Expansion Ratio, which is from 1 to infinity in theory, we choose the "Increasing Rate of Data Expansion(inc shuf )" to do the further division. We divide this kind of workloads into two categories, they are Expanding.Rapid applications and Expanding.Medium applications. Table I shows the detailed classification conditions of Spark workloads. 
C. Prediction Model of Memory Requirement of Spark Workloads
Due to that the memory capacity configuration in Spark is applied to each individual executor, we predict the maximum amount of memory that an executor requires among multiple processing stages and take it as the required memory capacity of Spark workload. We establish the prediction model with the consideration of the four relevant factors described above.
The key point of our prediction model is to predict the data size of each Spark task processing, including input data and shuffle data. In our mention above, we classify the Spark workload into four category according to the relation between input data and shuffle data. We set a specific factor for each category of workloads for predicting the shuffle data size of this workloads, the detailed value of factor is shown as Table I . After predicting the shuffle data size we can calculate the memory requirement of this workload according to the mechanism of Spark platform.
D. Online Workload Profiling and Classifycation Matching
A Spark platform needs to run the ad-hoc workload. We cannot collect the shuffle data until it has been executed. This makes us difficult to make a proper memory configuration. WSMC addressed this chanllange by workloads profiling. We will run the ad-hoc workload in a small-sized input data, and predict the memory requirement according to the prediction model that we mentioned above.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the efficiency of the WSMC approach. We first select twelve workload from SparkBench as the workloads of experiments. Second, we choose the "proper" configuration and the default configuration as the comparisons.
A. Experimental Methodology
We select twelve workloads from SparkBench as the workloads of experiments. Table II is the memory capacity configurations which guided by WSMC. As shown on Table II , we evaluate each workload with three different input data size, and the corresponding memory capacity configurations are shown on the last column. We execute all the workloads under three classes of configurations. The first one is the configuration under the guide of WSMC, the second one is the default configuration of Spark platform which is static configured as 2GB, the last one is the proper configuration, we get the proper configuration by trading off the performance and memory capacity, we increase the memory capacity of executor with fixed step until the curve of the performance and the memory capacity. In order to evaluate the efficiency of the WSMC apporach, we choose two basic metrics, which are execution time of the workload and the memory usage of the system. For compareing the execution time and memory usage of the system, we utilize the normalized execution time and the normalized memory usage of the system under different memory configurations. And we set the execution time and memory usage of the system of default configuration as the normalized object. Fig.4 demonstrates the normalized execution time of workloads under different memory configurations. We can find that the execution time with the configuration under the guide WSMC and the proper configuration are slightly larger than that with the default configuration of Spark. On the other hand, comparing WSMC with the proper configuration, the execution time with the configuration under the guide of WSMC is very close. The performance gap is very small. Fig.5 demonstrates the normalized memory usage of workloads under different memory configurations. Compared to the default configuration, the configuration with WSMC can reduce the memory usage of the system significantly, and the minimum value is 36.5% and the maximum one is 58%. On the other hand, we can find that the configuration under the guide of WSMC is more closely to the proper memory configuration than the default memory configuration of Spark.
B. Excution Time
C. The Memory Usage
D. Summary
Through our experiment, we prove that the memory requirement of Spark workloads can be evaluated and classified. According to the classification, we can predicted the memory capacity requirement of ad-hoc Spark workloads accurately. The memory configuration under the guide of WSMC only about 7% memory wasted than that of the proper configuration. Besides, WSMC model can reduce the memory usage significantly with slight performance penalty. Compare to the default configuration of Spark, the configuration based on WSMC can reduce the memory usage by 40%, however the augmentation of execution time is only about 5%.
V. RELATED WORK The memory management for in-memory data analytic platforms is a hot topic. MEMRUNE [5] is one of the dynamic memory management system for in-memory platform, which can adjust the space of caching and execution space dynamically and provide policies of data eviction for caching data. Besides, after Spark version 1.5, Spark community proposed a project named "Tunsten", the motivation of this project is to take the most use of the resource. For memory management, this project allows the Spark platform to manage off-heap memory directly, which can reduce the GC opeation and improve the performance of Spark workloads. Besides, this project also provide a cache-aware structure to process and store data efficiency. However, these works focus on how to managing the memory space more effeciently, rather than memory capacity planning, our work and those works are complementary.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, We propose WSMC, a workload-specific memory capacity configuration approach for spark workloads. In order to classifing the workloads, we take the Data Expansion Ratio, which is defined as the maximum ratio of the shuffle data to the input data among the multiple processing stages of a Spark workload,as the basic metric for the workload classification. Furthermore, for each workload category, establish a workload-specific memory requirement prediction model for Spark workloads with the parameters of the input data size, the shuffle data size, the task parallelism and the data block size. Through the comprehensive evaluations with SparkBench workloads, we found that contrasting with the defaultconfigurations, the configuration with the guide of WSMC can save over 40% memory resource with a slight workload performance degradation (only 5%) and compare to the proper configuration, which is found out manually, the configuration with the guide of WSMC leads to only 7% increase in the memory waste with the workload's performance slight improvement (about 1%).
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